Objective To identify the temporal relations between clinical events and temporal expressions in clinical reports, as defined in the i2b2/VA 2012 challenge. Design To detect clinical events, we used rules and Conditional Random Fields. We built Random Forest models to identify event modality and polarity. To identify temporal expressions we built on the HeidelTime system. To detect temporal relations, we systematically studied their breakdown into distinct situations; we designed an oracle method to determine the most prominent situations and the most suitable associated classifiers, and combined their results. Results We achieved F-measures of 0.8307 for event identification, based on rules, and 0.8385 for temporal expression identification. In the temporal relation task, we identified nine main situations in three groups, experimentally confirming shared intuitions: within-sentence relations, section-related time, and across-sentence relations. Logistic regression and Naïve Bayes performed best on the first and third groups, and decision trees on the second. We reached a 0.6231 global F-measure, improving by 7.5 points our official submission. Conclusions Carefully hand-crafted rules obtained good results for the detection of events and temporal expressions, while a combination of classifiers improved temporal link prediction. The characterization of the oracle recall of situations allowed us to point at directions where further work would be most useful for temporal relation detection: within-sentence relations and linking History of Present Illness events to the admission date. We suggest that the systematic situation breakdown proposed in this paper could also help improve other systems addressing this task.
INTRODUCTION
The need for automatically extracting information from the text of clinical records is firmly established. 1 As the first layers of information extraction (medical entities, negation and modality, some relations between entities) become more mature, 2 more complex layers are being challenged. This is the case of temporal information, [3] [4] [5] encompassing any medical event (occurrence of diseases, treatments, medical encounters, etc), dates, times and other temporal expressions, and relations among these. The i2b2/VA 2012 challenge tasks and corpora 6 have created a testbed for the design and evaluation of methods which extract such information from clinical texts.
In this paper we show how existing natural language processing (NLP) components could be reused and adapted during our participation in the challenge for event and temporal expression extraction, and new components designed in complement to address temporal relation extraction. On the one hand, we describe the components we started from and highlight the needed adaptations: lexicons, normalization, features etc. On the other hand, we explore more specifically an issue linked to a prominent feature of many clinical reports, especially in the i2b2/VA 2012 corpus: their clear sectioning into sections including admission date (AD), history of present illness (HPI), hospital course (HC), and discharge date (DD). An intuition shared by many participants of the task was that temporal relations within or across sections have quite different characteristics, as do temporal relations within or across sentences. Hence most participants adopted different strategies to address these different situations.
However, to our knowledge, which breakdown into situations should be designed and how important each situation is in the temporal relation detection process have not been investigated systematically. We therefore decided to push this logic to an extreme by splitting the Tlink space into 57 distinct situations which we define below. We studied the importance of these situations in the training data through an oracle method, and experimentally determined which classifier was best suited for which kind of situation. This enabled us to confirm and refine experimentally the above intuitions, with associated preferred detection methods, and allowed us to outperform by 7.5 F-measure points our official challenge result.
After a short review of related work, we present the methods we used for the detection of events, modality and polarity, temporal expressions (Timex3s), and temporal relations (Tlinks), the results we obtained on the training and test corpora, and discuss directions for future work.
RELATED WORK Concept and Timex3 identification
Clinical information extraction has been the subject of much research (see Meystre et al 1 for a review), including in the i2b2/VA 2010 challenge. 2 Concept extraction has been addressed by defining rules and gazetteers 7 or using linguistic resources obtained from external resources, such as the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Temporal expression identification and the subsequent temporal normalization have been defined and addressed for several years in the Automatic Content Extraction program (ACE) Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalization tasks. Existing systems are mainly rule-based and have made efforts to be extensible. 15 16 Temporal relation identification Temporal relations provide useful information relevant for information extraction and summarization, 17 question-answering, 18 but they may also help general research purposes such as discourse relations. 19 20 While previous work mostly focused on logical aspects, 19 21-23 the study of temporal relations has known a renewed interest through NLP applications. Since temporality is deeply entangled in language, a number of studies focus on linguistic features useful for its deciphering. Among the proposed features, we find lexical anchors, [24] [25] [26] syntactic analysis, 19 23 27 28 grammatical information, 19 29 and verb semantics. 18 19 Notice that these features can be used by both rule-based and machine-learning systems.
Clinical temporal relation extraction has also received a renewed interest, with some methods based on deep language processing 30 of event relations and others using machinelearning ranking of start or end times of events. 31 The i2b2/ VA 2012 challenge corpus 6 has created new opportunities to test and evaluate clinical temporal information extraction methods. Most teams participating in the challenge were inspired by the human annotation guidelines and the gold standard document representations, which differentiated section-relative temporal links and other links. For instance, Cherry et al, 32 tying for rank #1 for Tlink detection, considered four situations ('specialists'): local relations (R=0.357), section-relative time (R=0.266), long-distance co-reference (R=0.036), and long-distance before/after (R=0.003). They obtained good precision, but did not compute the reference recall for these situations. Tang et al, 33 also tying for rank #1, considered consecutive events, cross-sentence events, and co-reference, then applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. They did not show situation-specific gold standard recall either. There is thus a gap in system follow-up and evaluation that we aim to fill.
CHALLENGE CORPUS DESCRIPTION
The training corpus consists of 190 clinical records and the test corpus of 120 files. Participants were asked to identify events (clinical department, evidential, occurrence, problem, test, treatment), temporal expressions (Timex3s: date, duration, frequency, time), and temporal relations (Tlinks), with attributes: 'type', 'polarity', and 'modality' for events, 'type' and 'modifier' for Timex3s, and 'type' for Tlinks. Table 1 shows their distribution; more detail is provided in Sun et al. 6 
METHODS

Event processing
To identify events, we reused the platforms we developed in previous i2b2/VA challenges: Caramba and Ogmios, described in more detail below. Adaptations included the introduction of new features, relying on tools which we did not use in 2010 (the Charniak McClosky parser, the Brown clustering algorithm), and the construction of new models for the machinelearning part of our systems to deal with the six event categories proposed this year. In the Caramba system, we used a new Conditional Random Field (CRF) engine in place of CRF++.
Event identification
The Caramba system 12-14 relies on several tools which allowed us to obtain various features that we fed to Wapiti, 34 43 In our experiments on the training corpus, we tested models generating up to 36 million features. Since CRFs may be prone to overfitting (eg, compared to SVMs), we took care to include features that would lead to better generalization: syntactic tags and chunks, and semantic classes of various kinds. The output of the CRF was used as our first submission in both Event/ Timex3 and End-to-End tracks (see figure 1). To refine the events produced by Caramba, we decided to use the term analysis performed by Yatea, 44 a term extraction system. For each multi-word event found both by Yatea and Caramba, we added the boundaries of the event specified by Yatea to the output of Caramba. This was our second submission.
Our third submission in Event/Timex3 and End-to-End tracks was the direct output of the Ogmios platform. The Ogmios system is a configurable linguistic platform dedicated to the processing and annotation of specialized documents in XML and text formats. It integrates NLP tools and, thanks to specific wrappers, it merges information provided by these tools into a homogeneous multilayer structure. Its configuration is similar to that defined for the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge 40 :
▸ POS tagging is performed with GeniaTagger. 45 ▸ Event identification relies on the TermTagger Perl module (http://search.cpan.org/~thhamon/Alvis-TermTagger/) and terminological resources. ▸ A specific post-processing fitted to this year's challenge selects and extends previously identified events. We exploited four terminological sources: ▸ 316 368 terms from the UMLS 37 which belong to several semantic axes related to the involved types of events: medical problems tests treatments clinical departments. ▸ 243 869 entries from RxNorm 46 used for the detection of medication names (treatments). ▸ The available annotations of the 2012 i2b2 training sets. ▸ Additional contextual tags for marking specific contexts for different types of events ( pre-problem, pre-test, pretreatment, post-treatment...). These resources were manually checked and adapted to increase their coverage. Section titles were also used for event categorization, for instance, the Admission Diagnosis section usually contains medical problems.
A post-processing step first extends to the right the event strings provided that acceptable POS tags are found for this extension, while non-acceptable stopwords stop the extension. Then, it selects the predicted event according to several indicators: (i) in case of competing annotations, the larger event string is preferred; (ii) events identified as non i2b2 concepts (as well, M.D., etc) are rejected; (iii) events occurring in section titles are removed except for tests (Serologies) and occurrences (DD).
Event modality and polarity attributes
To predict the modality and polarity of events, we used machine learning through the Weka toolbox (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ ml/weka/). 47 48 We chose to build two different models, one for modality and another for polarity. We experimented with several algorithms on the training corpus, using 10-fold cross validation. Features were the four left and right tokens surrounding the identified event. Among our experiments, the Random Forest algorithm, based on multiple decision trees, performed best: F=0.994 on modality and 0.987 on polarity. Our models were only trained on Caramba outputs. For the test, we used these models on the outputs of the event identification stage (using either Caramba or Ogmios) to predict modality and polarity.
Timex3 identification
We studied and tested several existing Timex identification systems and found that HeidelTime 15 had the best combination of performance and adaptability. While this system proposes a good coverage of the temporal expressions used in generallanguage documents, it needed to be adapted to the clinical domain. We added:
▸ Medical and especially clinical temporal expressions, such as post-operative day #, b.i.d., day of life, qac. ▸ A preprocessing step to identify the AD of each document.
We considered it as the document creation date and provided it to HeidelTime to compute the reference time of relative expressions such as 2 days later. ▸ Post-processing normalizations of the temporal expressions to fit i2b2 requirements: normalization of durations towards approximative numerical values rather than towards the undefined 'X'-value; and external computation for some durations and frequencies due to limitations in HeidelTime's internal arithmetic processor, etc.
Temporal relation identification Situations
To help assign, as summarized from the guidelines, 'all Tlinks necessary to create a clinical timeline', we divided the Tlink detection problem according to different situations. Given two events or Timex3s (henceforth collectively named 'EVTs' (events)) that might be linked through a temporal relation, quite different situations arise depending on whether they are of the same kind (eg, Event-Event) or not (Event-Timex3), in the same sentence or paragraph or not, etc. We identified the following dimensions, which define a total of 56 situations (plus one, 'OTHER', for the remaining cases): ▸ Sections of the source and target EVTs: AD, DD, HPI, HC. ▸ Element types of the source and target EVTs: Timex3 or Event. ▸ Distance between EVTs: same sentence SS, adjacent sentences in same section S1, more distant sentences. ▸ Number of Timex3s between EVTs: no Timex3 NTB or at least one Timex3. Each combination of these dimensions defines a situation for which a distinct method can be applied. For instance, TIMEX3-EVENT-DD-HC codes a situation where we consider a Timex3 in the DD section (ie, the DD itself ) and an Event in the HC section (see figure 2) . Given the set of EVT pairs found in the training corpus for a situation, we experimented with a set of classifiers to assign each pair one of the four classes {BEFORE, AFTER, OVERLAP, NIL}, the latter meaning 'no Tlink'. This is equivalent to defining an initial decision tree (with features based on the above four dimensions), after each leaf of which another classifier is applied. For instance, a baseline decision for TIMEX3-EVENT-DD-HC could be that the Event occurred BEFORE the DD. A question which naturally arises in this context is: which of these situations are most important to address, and with which methods? This is first an evaluation problem. Although one can train and test classifiers with cross-validation, the recall and precision measured this way by usual classifier machinery concern individual Tlinks. To take into account temporal inference, the TempEval-type evaluation provided by the organizers' program must be used. Therefore, all our evaluations of Tlinks use the default settings of the official evaluation program, that is, original against closure mode. Second, the gold standard is organized by document, not according to our situations, which means that the recall reported for a given situation is always fairly low, since a situation never covers all Tlinks in a document. We therefore computed an oracle recall (OR) for each situation in the following way. For each situation, we identified which Tlinks of the gold standard files were relevant for this situation, and we prepared new files containing only these Tlinks. Evaluating these new files against the full gold standard files obtains a perfect precision (no error has been introduced into these files) and a recall which is the best recall that can be obtained in this situation (since these files contain all the expected TLinks for this situation): this is what we call the OR for this situation. This is the ideal recall that should be reached by a classifier trained for this situation. Initial experiments showed us that we did not obtain gains when considering those situations which had an OR lower than 0.01; we thus focused on those above that threshold.
Features
We used the following two sets of features to represent a candidate pair of EVTs (the top three of each set were used in our challenge submissions):
▸ Intra-EVT: -Text of the EVTs (if among the 50 most frequent).
-All EVT annotations (modality, polarity, subtypes).
-For events, a subcategorization into surgery, states, punctual events, locations, follow-up events, or others, based on a lexical study of the development set. -EVT tokens (if occurring at least 10 times in the training corpus). -We also tested Brown clusters of EVT tokens and combinations with temporal prepositions, but this did not improve over the above tokens. ▸ Inter-EVT:
-Distance between the EVTs.
-Temporal or other prepositions between the EVTs.
-Number of other EVTs in between.
-For pairs of events located in the same sentence, syntactic dependencies obtained with the Charniak McClosky parser, 36 as converted into Stanford dependencies. -We interpreted initial better results of decision trees with the above features as indicating that conjoined features are meaningful predictors of Tlinks. Therefore we added several such conjunctions, beginning with the triples <source-event-type, syntactic-dependency, target-event-type>, where source-and target-event types are the i2b2/VA 2012 categories: clinical department, evidential, occurrence, problem, test, treatment; date, duration, frequency, time.
NIL relations and transitive closure
The definition of the task implies that manual annotations are incomplete: some positive instances of temporal relations can be inferred (through transitive closure) from those provided in the reference annotations of the training set. Thus they should not be considered as negative examples. We therefore ran transitive closure over all training Tlinks, using the Sputlink system, 49 and all resulting Tlinks were used as positive instances. The crossproduct of EVTs of each document was used to generate a full set of candidate Tlinks, from which positive instances were removed to form the set of negative instances. On the contrary, transitive closure was not performed when applying the trained classifiers to the development or test data.
Different classifiers
The decision tree classifier J48, an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree learning algorithm, 50 as implemented in the Weka toolbox, 47 48 obtained the best results globally, without the EVT token features. As explained above, we also evaluated the individual results of different classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM (LibSVM), k nearest neighbors, logistic regression (aka MaxEnt), Random Forest) for the main situations. We selected the best classifier for each situation and applied the combination of the winners. We also tested voting combinations of classifiers, using average confidence as the combination operator. All classifiers were used through Weka.
Contradictions
Tlinks predicted by a classifier might contradict previously predicted Tlinks. To address this issue, when applying each model, we applied Verhagen's link merging algorithm 49 : we sorted the predicted Tlinks in descending order of confidence and added them in this order: for each one, its consistency with the current Tlink set was computed, including transitive closure on BEFORE and AFTER relations. In case of inconsistency, the predicted Tlink was discarded. This greedy approach was also applied at the level of situations, since each situation was processed in turn in descending order of its precision on the training set.
Rule-based decisions
Some Tlinks can be identified directly based on a few rules before any classifier: Admission (resp. Discharge) events and dates OVERLAP (this is the most frequent case of co-reference), and Admission is BEFORE Discharge.
EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation metrics are described in the overview paper of the challenge. 6
Track 1: Event/Timex3 detection In the event identification task, our best submission achieved a 0.8307 global F-measure using the Ogmios system (run #3, see table 2) and ranked #9/14 (top=0.92). Ogmios also obtained a higher precision (0.7812) while Caramba achieved a better recall (0.9576), probably due to our choice of features geared towards generalization. Polarity and modality detection was only performed on Caramba output. For Ogmios output events, if the event was found by both systems, we used the modality and polarity attributes computed for Caramba's event. If an event was only identified by Ogmios, we gave it the default modality and polarity values (ie, factual and positive). In consequence, the modality and polarity scores are better in runs #1 and #2 (Caramba) than in run #3 (Ogmios). These scores are on a par with the best systems (0.86). Unfortunately, their distribution in the test corpus was such that a better score would have been obtained had we given the majority attribute values to each event (0.93 for polarity and 0.95 for modality).
In the Timex3 identification sub-task, the HeidelTime algorithm performed well (F=0.8385 on Ogmios output, ranking #10/14, top=0.91). We noticed that some Timex3s were incorrectly normalized, for example, 'x' characters instead of a correct date. More work on normalization is thus needed.
Track 2: End-to-End Tlink detection
In the End-to-End task, our best submission was also run #3 (based on Ogmios) and achieved a 0.4932 F-measure for temporal links (see table 3 ), ranking #5/7 (top=0.63). It should be Track 3: Tlink detection on ground truth events Figure 3 plots the OR of each situation on the training corpus in decreasing order on a semi-logarithmic scale. The most contributing situations (with OR>0.01) include three intra-sentence (SS-*) situations (total OR=0.48), four 'section-relative times' (*-AD-HPI, *-DD-HC: total OR=0.31), a next-sentence situation (S1−NTB−EVENT−EVENT: OR=0.04), co-reference (SAME−TEXT: OR=0.02), and longer distance events in HC (NTB−EVENT−EVENT−HC−HC: OR=0.01). We focused on the first eight of these, leaving aside for now 0.17pt of recall (including 0.7 for diverse OTHER situations). We quickly noticed that EVENT−TIMEX3−AD−HPI could obtain a good precision and relative recall and added it to the set. Figures 4 and 5 show the performance of the J48 decisiontree and logistic regression classifiers on each of the nine situations, plus rb (rule-based decisions) and full (total). The precision of J48 is generally good (but less on intra-sentence), and thanks to the OR we can see that its recall is good on TIMEX3-EVENT-DD-HC and moderate on SS-EVENT-EVENT and TIMEX3-EVENT-AD-HPI. The distance to OR is still large for these two situations (resp. 10pt for Logistic and 6pt for J48), which makes them first candidates to explore in further work. Logistic regression generally has lower precision; it has better recall than J48 on intra-sentence and lower on sectionrelative times. We explain this by the capacity of decision trees to build feature conjunctions, useful for these situations, which logistic regression cannot do by itself. We also tested an SVM with LibSVM, but it had a longer training time and did not rank first in any of the situations where we tested it. Random Forest, with token features, seems to be more robust to situations with a smaller number of instances.
The two runs we submitted for this last task were anterior to our systematic study of situations, and included 20 approximately ordered situations (see table 4 ), ranking #9. Different tradeoffs of recall and precision were obtained by varying the proportion of NIL relations in the training set. Adding new features and the above-mentioned management of NIL relations, voting, and assigning different classifiers to different situations all improved the F-measure. Then the systematic study of situations, guided by the OR, allowed us to focus on situations with the best relative recall, while optimizing precision by ordering classifiers by descending precision. All our studies were performed on the training corpus using fourfold cross validation to avoid overfitting. Thanks to these precautions, all improvements observed when optimizing on the training corpus were reflected by improvements on the test corpus, bringing it to the level of rank #5.
We started to attempt the exploration of situations with lower OR, but so far increases in recall have not compensated associated decreases in precision. Investigating more features should be the next avenue. Failing to use word features for logistic regression also probably hindered its performance. Token features helped the classifiers which could handle the larger number of features, and we assume that a stronger Maximum Entropy classifier should be able to do so too. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the experiments we made to process the temporal relations between clinical events and temporal expressions as part of our participation in the 2012 i2b2/VA challenge.
We reused and adapted the Caramba and Ogmios platforms we developed during the 2010 and 2011 i2b2/VA editions to detect clinical events (F=0.83). These platforms integrate both rules and machine-learning processes. We identified event modality and polarity with Random Forest models (F=0.91), and temporal expressions through HeidelTime with adaptations to deal with clinical document specificities (F=0.84). Temporal relation detection relied on a rule-based division into a set of situations which were then handled by specific classifiers. Exhaustive enumeration of positive and negative instances at training time, token, syntax-based and combined features, voting, and oracle-recall-driven management of situations enabled us to improve our challenge system by 7.5pt of F-measure (F=0.62).
There are still many directions for enhancements. The CRF-based Caramba and rule-based Ogmios systems have complementary strengths. This raises the question of the best way to combine a data-driven system with a non-trainable system. Better normalization of Timex3s should not be too complex. For temporal relations, designing specific additional features for each identified prominent situation should be the natural path, together with switching to more scalable classifier implementations. Instead of a greedy decision procedure, a global decision procedure could be designed which would examine the graph of all predicted temporal relations, including conflicting ones, together with their prediction confidence, and would select a globally consistent sub-graph with a best overall prediction score. The characterization of the OR of situations allowed us to point at directions where further work would be most useful for temporal relations: within-sentence relations and linking HPI events to the AD. We believe that this OR should also help other teams addressing this task to identify their needs better. 
